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          	North America Immigration Law Group (Chen Immigration Law Associates - WeGreened®) is a U.S. immigration law firm dedicated to representing corporations, research institutions, and individuals from all 50 U.S. states regarding I-140 immigration petitions. We specialize in employment-based immigration petition and have a proven record of high success rate for the categories of:
          	
          		EB2-NIW (National Interest Waiver),
          		EB1-A (Alien of Extraordinary Ability),
          		EB1-B (Outstanding Researcher/Professor) and
          		O-1 (Alien of Extraordinary Ability).
          	
          

	  

      
      
        
          
		  
		  	Our Ten Thousand I-140 Approvals Provide Unprecedented Insight into the USCIS Adjudication Trend

		  	With more than 37,000 EB-1A, EB-1B, EB-2 NIW and O-1 cases approved, we have first hand information on the manner in which the USCIS adjudicate I-140 cases.
		  	As the USCIS has constantly changed its adjudication standards for the EB-1A, EB-1B and EB-2 NIW categories, our firm's huge database of successful cases gives you unprecedented insight to USCIS adjudication trends.
		  	We carefully analyze the data for all of our cases and apply the results of our analyses toward giving our clients up-to-date advice and adapting our strategies such that we remain on par with the ever-shifting landscape of immigration law in the U.S. With us, you will always have access to important updates, strategies, and information so that you can make the most informed decisions about your case.
		  

		  
		  	We Have Helped Hundreds and Thousands of Clients with Credentials and Backgrounds Similar to Yours

		  	With our exceedingly large number of successful petitions, no matter what credentials you have, no matter your background and field of expertise, no matter your visa status or nationality, chances are we have helped hundreds or even thousands of clients just like you.
		  	Our clients are usually impressed with how well we understand their research and work. Our insight and understanding stems from the fact that we have handled many cases with elements similar to yours already, and this helps us devise the best strategies for each individual petition.
		  

		  Please see our success stories at https://www.wegreened.com/blog/

		  
		  	Vast Majority of Clients Came to Us Because of Referrals

		  	For years, our firm has attracted new clients based solely on word of mouth, recommendations, and the positive collaboration experiences shared with them by their friends and family.
		  	We take pride in our reputation and work hard to ensure that we provide a green card application experience that our clients are happy to share with their friends and colleagues.
		  	That is how our approved cases grew from 600 in 2013 to over 3,500 in 2019.
		  	See what our clients have to say about our service. 
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         Approval Rate For EB1 / NIW / O1A Cases Filed By North America Immigration Law Group From 2015 To 2019
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	  	Client Testimonials
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	  				I heard about this law firm from one of my friends who had high recommendation. Before approaching Chen Immigration Law Associates, I had personally talked to an immigration lawyer whose fee was expensive and the lawyer did not seem much positive regarding my EB2-NIW case. When I first contacted Chen Immigration Law Associates for free EB2-NIW evaluation and heard that my case is eligible for approval or refund, it energized me and made me believe that my case is strong enough too. Though communication was only through email, it was easy and reliable. The timeline set in the contract is always fulfilled. I am really happy that I chose this law firm and I highly recommend it to anyone seeking immigration advice and services. Once again, I am very thankful to the team of Chen Immigration Law Associates for all their effort in making my petition a success.

	  				- O. P.
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	  				I received my EB1 A I 140 approval notice a few days ago.
Chen Immigration made this possible. it would have been very difficult to pull this through without their help!
They are very thorough in evaluating your case , respond within 24 hours to every questions you post and work diligently in getting petition letter and LOS done in time . There is no doubt in my mind that Chen immigration are the best attorneys to represent your case.
I have recommended several of my friends and will continue to do so. Thank you so much!

	  				- S. S.
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	  				We just wanted to thank Chen Immigration for their help during this process. They were absolutely amazing. They responded to all our questions with such detail and were thorough in their examination of all our supporting documentation. They were quick with their responses and always stuck to the timeline. They provided us amazing templates for all out letters of recommendation and overall were exceptional. Highly competent and would strongly recommend to anybody looking for immigration assistance.

	  				- G. B.
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	  				I am glad to know that my EB1 I-140 is approved. You made my dream come true. I am very thankful to North America Immigration Law Group. In addition to one's extraordinary credential, it is very important to have very good attorney for this success. Chen immigration attorneys are very brilliant and professional. They are very prompt in replying every query. 
My several friends recommended Chen immigration and indeed they are great. I worked with Ms. Chen and Mr. Ingebritson. They have explained and simplified all process. Their wining strategy of selecting most useful credentials and presentation helped me in success of my case. I am completely satisfied with their service and highly recommending to everyone who is interested in employment-based green card application.
Thank you very much for all your help and advice during entire process of my application.

	  				- P. N., Postdoctoral Fellow
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	  				A real pleasure to work with Chen Immigration. I'm very satisfied with the process and, of course, with the result!
It was a persistent, systematic everyday job of their team for several months, tons of e-mails, all replied professionally. No need for a single phone call! No nerves, no hash, no mess, just persistent professional work that resulted in my approval.
Yes they ask for many supporting documents and evidence but the result is a very strong case approved without any RFE. That's extremely important to save time and nerves.

	  				- A. B.
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	  				I cannot describe how excited I was when I got to know that my I-140 EB1A application has been approved. This simply could not be true if without the professional help from the North America Immigration Law Group. I don't think that my background conditions were safe for this application. But I knew that their preparation strategy made my case pretty strong. Although the application was long and challenging, it was very nice to work with their team during the whole process period. They impressed me with excellence, professionalism, and highly responsiveness. I do believe that their service is the best one in the immigration business.
Thank you so much for your effort to help me get through the EB1A application. I have recommended and will be happy to continue recommending your professional team to other people who really want to be greened.

	  				- K. J., Electrical Engineer at New York State
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            Success Stories: NAILG Gets NIW Approval for an Indian Assistant Professor in Computer Science Without RFE

            Thank you very much for helping us in our I-140 preparation as the case has been approved by USCIS.             Approved in 509 days

             State of Residence: Kentucky

            Read more
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            Success Stories: A Postdoctoral Scholar from China Gets EB1-A Approval in 36 Days Only with Premium Processing Upgrade and Our Expert Guidance

            Wegreened did an impressive service and amazing quality for preparing my material and supporting my applications during the whole procedure of I-140 application. I will highly appreciate it and will recommend Wegreened.             Approved in 36 days

             State of Residence: Illinois

            Read more
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            Success Stories: Thanks to PP, An Indian Fellow in Cardiology Gets EB1-A Approval in Just 15 Days, with Our Team's Efforts

            I have no words to thank you all enough for this enormous support and guidance without which this will not be possible. I sincerely appreciate all your help.             Approved in 15 days

             State of Residence: New York

            Read more
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            Success Stories: National Interest Waiver (NIW) Approved for a Ph.D. Candidate from Lebanon Without RFE Issuance

            North America Immigration Law group has been nothing short of exceptional throughout this process. Their expertise, responsiveness, and professionalism allowed for a smooth NIW application process.             Approved in 309 days

             State of Residence: Michigan

            Read more
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            Success Stories: A Postdoctoral Fellow from India Working in Cancer Biology Gets EB1-A Approval with Our Help, Premium Processing Requested

            Thank you for all the efforts and for working together for my EB1A approval             Approved in 147 days

             State of Residence: Maryland

            Read more
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            Success Stories: A Tenure-track Assistant Professor in Chemical Engineering from India Gets NIW Approval with Our Expert Service

            It was amazing working with Chen Associates for the NIW and EB1 applications. The lawyers at the firm were very detailed, efficient and swift in their work. You can see the effort and professionalism they put for developing the petition and recommendation letters. If I have to choose again, I will choose them without any reservation.             Approved in 418 days

             State of Residence: California

            Read more
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            Success Stories: Our Team of Experts Help Win an EB1-B Approval for an Assistant Professor in Fluid Mechanics Hailing from China

            Thank you very much for all the help             Approved in 137 days

             State of Residence: Massachusetts

            Read more
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            Success Stories: Thanks to Premium Processing, an Indian Research Fellow in the Field of Molecular Biology gets EB1-A Approval in just 13 days

            Thank You so much for making this happen.             Approved in 13 days

             State of Residence: Maryland

            Read more
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            Success Stories: A Research Investigator in Medicinal Chemistry from China Gets EB1-A Approval in a Little Over a Month, Thanks to Premium Processing

            Thank you for your great work on my case.             Approved in 33 days

             State of Residence: Michigan

            Read more
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            Success Stories: A Postdoctoral Research Associate in Agricultural Science from India Gets Both EB1-A and NIW Approvals with Help from Our Experts at NAILG

            Thanks very much for your help and support in getting my EB1-A I-140 approved. I have given you a five-star review and it was a pleasure working with you on the I-140 application. I am very happy and super relieved now.             Approved in 149 days

             State of Residence: Washington

            Read more
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            Success Stories: A Postdoctoral Research Associate in Agricultural Science from India Gets Both EB1-A and NIW Approvals with Help from Our Experts at NAILG

            Thanks very much for your help and support in getting my EB1-A I-140 approved. I have given you a five-star review and it was a pleasure working with you on the I-140 application. I am very happy and super relieved now.             Approved in 35 days

             State of Residence: Washington

            Read more
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            Success Stories: We Helped a Postdoctoral Researcher from China in the Field of Electrical Engineering Achieve NIW Approval, Now Awaits EB-1A Approval

            Thank you so much for your help! It is so glad to hear my NIW getting approved.             Approved in 299 days

             State of Residence: Texas

            Read more
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            Success Stories: Thanks to Our Experts, a Postdoctoral Researcher from Nepal in Biochemistry Gets NIW Approval Despite RFE

            I truly appreciate your help in this filing process.              Approved in 279 days

             State of Residence: Maryland

            Read more
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            Success Stories: Thanks to Our Experts, a Professor in Veterinary Pathology from Egypt Gets NIW Approval in Just Over 3 Months

            I’d like to express my gratitude towards all what you did during my successful immigration process petition, to all your team and for everything they did, thanks so much!             Approved in 100 days

             State of Residence: N/A

            Read more
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            Success Stories: Our Expert Team Helped a Chinese Postdoctoral Scholar in Organic Chemistry Get NIW Approval Without RFE

            It's been great to work with you on the process. I will refer you to my friends in need of immigration service.             Approved in 305 days

             State of Residence: California

            Read more
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          Latest Information

          	983 Approvals in January 2024 for I-140 EB1A, EB1B, EB-2 NIW and O1 Petitions (2024-03-22)
	884 Approvals in December 2023 and 11,539 Approvals in 2023 for I-140 EB1A, EB1B, EB-2 NIW and O1 Petitions (2024-02-29)
	I-485 Filing Eligibility (2024-02-14)
	1,022 Approvals in December 2022 and 10,844 Approvals in 2022 for I-140 EB1A, EB1B, EB-2 NIW and O1 Petitions (2023-03-02)
	507 Approvals in December 2021 and 5,586 Approvals in 2021 for I-140 EB1A, EB1B, EB-2 NIW and O1 Petitions (2022-03-03)


          Read more

        

        
          Success Stories

          	Success Stories: With Our Meticulous Efforts, A Chinese Ph.D. Student Secured his EB1-A Approval in the Field of Public Health in just 25 days, Premium Processing Requested (2024-04-10)
	Success Stories: Our Team Obtains NIW Approval for a Senior Engineer from China in Just 5 Days, With No RFE Issuance (2024-04-08)
	Success Stories: In Only 10 Days, A Postdoctoral Researcher from Pakistan Secures NIW Approval in the Field of Biotechnology (2024-04-05)
	Success Stories: NAILG Helped a Professor, Head, and Research Associate Working in the Field of Construction Management from Nigeria Obtain NIW Approval, Despite a very long waiting period (2024-04-03)
	Success Story: Thanks to Premium Processing, an Indian Lead Science Director got her EB1-B Petition Approved in the Field of Food Science in just 6 Days (2024-04-01)


          
          	More EB1 Success Stories 
          	

          	More NIW Success Stories 
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		No Legal Advice Intended.
		This website includes general information about legal issues and developments in the law.
		Such materials are for informational purposes only and may not reflect the most current legal developments.
		These informational materials are not intended, and must not be taken, as legal advice on any particular set of facts or circumstances.
		You need to contact a lawyer for advice on specific legal issues problems.
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